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Started 4/1/2013 
 hired out of Medicaid/Health department-internal state 
 employee 
 
Hired with little knowledge of NBS and the entire system 
 
Trained by Judi Tuerk 
  
Goals for once I was comfortable with Follow up in general (which took 
about a full year): 
• correspondence edits 
• complete database capabilities  
• Streamline inner office processes to reduce wasted time and 

materials 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What was supposed to be a few weeks for Judi out of retirement turned into several months. Previous to this follow up had been running smoothly based off processes that had been in place for many years. One of the needs of the program was someone to come in from the outside and evaluate changes that could be made. What I am about to show you are examples of changes I made in the follow up office over the past year and a half.



LETTERHEAD 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
First thing I noticed is all the letterhead used: DID NOT have Newborn Screening or Newborn Screening FU titled any where. It did say Oregon Health Authority and Public Health Laboratory and our specific contact information but I think its important to clarify where a document is coming from. So I made the request to add this little detail.



QNS/ INSUFFICIENT BLOOD NOTIFICATION 

ORIGINAL 
 
UPDATED 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is an example of what we send to a primary care provider when we receive a 1st that is insufficient blood or QNS-this is also similar to our Unsaturated notification. We photocopy the slip from the kit and fax this one page notice to the PCP. I wanted to simplify what you see when someone on the receiving end picks this fax up in the PCP’s office. You can see I added the title Newborn Screening, eliminated a paragraph and tried to make a simple Action Needed list of what should be done: which is essentially get baby in the office and use the 2nd part of the kit to collect ASAP instead of waiting for the 2 week well baby visit. In OR and most other states we do screening for we use double kits so parents should have the 2nd part readily available.



BABY TOO OLD FOR TESTING LETTER 

ORIGINAL UPDATED 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Very outdated information. Last revision may have been 2010. Wasn’t even sure if these labs were good referrals anymore. Recommendation from our consultants was to simple state “see your primary care physician or specialist if you are concerned about development”



ABNORMAL FOLLOW UP: FALSE POSITIVE 
CLOSURE LETTER 

ORIGINAL UPDATED 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Example of a closure letter for a false positive for Malonic Aciduria-most of our letters either confirmed cases or false positives follow similar format. This updated version adds the Newborn screening Follow up title and has a clear headline stating CASE CLOSED: FALSE POSITIVEI eliminated the paragraph of “nice words” that really isn't needed. Updated version just states the facts: closed, false positive, contact us with questions.



ABNORMAL FOLLOW-UP: CONFIRMED 
POSITIVE CLOSURE LETTER 

ORIGINAL UPDATED 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are examples of a closure letter when we have a confirmed positive case. We will send this to the PCP with the results. A copy also goes to the state for their case files. You can see we removed all the results listed which really is redundant information since it would be attached to this letter. We bolded the heading that it’s a positive case and from newborn screening to be able to have the physician. Although these are examples of different conditions you can see the original does state “These are results are consistent with homocystinuria” but its small print and in the middle of this paragraph. The updated version which is similar to all our confirmed case letters now clearly bolds the headline that  this letter is from NBS and the Case Status: Positive. And the first sentence is : Treatment should be started immediately. And even looking at it now I am thinking we could change this to a bulleted list to be even simpler. And of course this is just a final letter for records, results would have been communicated verbally as soon as possible and diet started immediately.  



FOLLOW-UP LETTERS 
AND ACTIONS 
Fax numbers for the PCP were added to the letter formats 
Faxing PCP instead of snail mail has reduced turnaround 
time for 
•  serum results 
•  requested repeats to be submitted 
•  information regarding PCP changes 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Each morning there are routine follow up letters printed and actions for review on the database. Previously staff would snail mail the letters without much review. I added the fax numbers for the PCP info that merges on the letters and we fax these now. Turn around times have drastically been reduced. Most of the time we get an almost instant response of what we looking for-such as serum results or we will get back updated info on where a baby is now being seen instead of who we thought the PCP was.I estimated 28 letters I have edited and at least 10 that we have deleted all together this year. The deleted letters were outdated information that had messages we are already printing on the results such as “repeat requested”



SYSTEM UPDATES 
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Faxing results from the database 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We use Neometrics. The new version was implemented in 2012. this was a transitional time where my position was also in a transitional stage. When I started early 2013 I started questioning pieces of the data system as I became familiar with it. Why cant we do this? What is this for? The first thing I noticed was this “Fax Mailer” button. Turns out you can fax results directly from your computer but it was never set up! I worked with the IT department and making sure we had a server purchased and installing Right Fax but it works now! Big time saver for my staff as this is one of the most common phone calls we get in Follow-up is asking to fax results. I also had IT add the capability to fax from the computer thru a server instead of always having to walk to the back room to use a regular fax machine. This works for any word document or PDF such as our fact sheets, other letters, and saved documents. While this is faster and more convientent we need to remember to keep moving and get up so often so we are not glued to our desks right?



Created diagnosis 
codes for all 
conditions screened 
for 

 

Can now pull reports 
based off a diagnosis 
code 

 

Prior to this the only 
tracking of confirmed 
cases was handwritten 
notes and excel 
spreadsheets 
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SYSTEM UPDATES 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s a question: How many CF cases have you had this year so far?Well let me go to my elaborate excel spreadsheet and count, and hope that its updated. Or look in the drawer and count the case files we have saved…there must be an easier way.Turns out there is something called a diagnosis screen. This part of the neometrics system was never set up. I had to add all the conditions and create codes within neometrics but now we are using this for tracking. I can pull reports based off the code and instantly see how many cases we have had-and you can export all the data to a spreadsheet. Genius. Similar there is a report that can be pulled showing all cases that have a diagnosis assigned for a particular state. So I can pull a report for all cases for Idaho instantly. We had elaborate excel spreadsheets before that were often triple entered with the same data. I continued with these for 2013  but for 2014 so far I am only keeping a simple backup of lab numbers and the diagnosis. So hopefully after the new year when I start compiling all the 2014 data it won’t fail me! So lesson learned is there are many reports that can be pulled-no one ever was aware or thought to ask, or had the time to devote to developing them. I have many more I want to add I just have not had the time-which I am sure many of you can relate to.And there is probably more than this system can do that I am not even aware of.



IMAGE RETRIEVAL 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is another convenience feature no one in the office knew that you could attach a PDF file to a case in the case management system. So lab results received, closure letters, and other documents could be linked to the baby’s case and viewed instantly. We can do this now! 



HOSPITAL RECORDS 
ACCESS 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Earlier this year I attending a meeting at one of our main hospital: OHSU. This is the hospital all of our medical consultants are based out of. The meeting was a pediatric review committee regarding a specific case and trying to prevent the gaps and delays that happened with this baby. (which is probably an entire presentation I could present!) While here, the idea came up from the QA leader that wouldn’t it be nice if follow up had access to chart records, lab results, and listings for patients of who the PCP is. My response was this would be an amazing tool to have! So I was granted access to their system and it really has been a great tool to have! I never thought it would be available to me since HIPAA can be so strict but I am glad someone at the hospital suggested it! This is also the same lab location where we send lots of confirmatory testing so I can see the results easily also.



CHANGES IN 
WORKFLOW 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SPECIAL POPULATION CPT1A-ARCTIC 
VARIANT 
 

Average of 11 
steps in workflow 
process cut down 
to 6 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hopefully you caught Dr. Koeller’s presentation on CPT1A yesterday afternoon. We have a high incidence of these and we do treat them as cases and track them. The main issue with these is ensuring the mom’s address and phone number off the kit are provided to AK NBS for their records so they can provide a DVD to the familyIf you really want to get involved with value stream mapping you would label all these steps with time and report out time saved and convert that to money saved as well. But I don’t have time for that detailed reporting! This is my quick version of just listing work flow steps on post it notes on the wall and seeing what we can eliminate to make the overall process faster. I've been trying to do this with my staff and see what other workflow processes we can simplify however time for little projects like this is scarse so hopefully more to come in the next year. This is just a quick example of how an 11 step process got cut down to 6 steps which is almost half the processing time to complete the follow up process on these cases. 



FUTURE PLANS 
• Complete updating the Practitioner’s manual with our 

Nurse Educator (no longer printed and is only available 
online) 

• Update Fact sheets including separate provider and 
parent versions 

• Revise the bloodspot collection kit 
• Complete SCID follow up materials 

 
• Document follow up activities into flowcharts similar to 

the format the lab has for our algorithms-these are now 
part of CAP inspections 
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IN SUMMARY 
1. Think outside the box 
2. Don’t be afraid to ask why something is being done a 

certain way 
3. Accept change and know it is inevitable 
4. Time is always needed 
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CONTACT 
Sara Denniston, BS 
NBS Follow-Up Coordinator 
Oregon State Public Health Lab 
503-693-4173 
sara.denniston@state.or.us 
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